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Figure 2

Figure 3b

from his gear. Otter doors or boards of
the trawl regulate the horizontal spread
of the net mouth. Doors also keep the
trawl on the bottom, Water pressure and
towing speed exert force on the doors
and net, creating an interaction that
controls trawl performance in the wa-
ter. Several gear adjustments enable the
fisherman to control the trawl, If the

doors completely dry out between use,
soaking them in water for 24 hours be-
fore they are used again will make them
more efficient hy limiting their floata-
tion tendencies.

The otter door is one of the primary
adjustment points. Chain bridles on the
door determine its angle of attack in
the water, These chains control the

doors much like string bridles on a kite.
Door adjustment methods vary, but the
following method is simple and com-
rnonly used by commercial fishermen.
Extend a line from the bottom of the

door through the front two chain holes
 Figure 4!.

Measure a distance of 35 to 40 per-
cent the height of the door from the
bottom of this line  Figure 5!. This point
represents the area of placement for the
tow back door chains  Figure 6!.

Next, adjust the top front chain by
bringing the chain down to the center
of the bottom front chain hole  Figure
7!.

When the four chains are pulled si-
multaneously in shrimping. the top

back chain will have some slack. This

is expected and should not be consid-
ered a fault.

The basic adjustment should be set
so that the top front chain is one link
longer than the bottom front chain. The
back top chain also should be one link
longer than the bottom back chain. This
one-length cut allows the doors to tilt
to the outside so the water pressure
against them forces them down  Fig-
ure 8!.

If it is hard to keep the door on the
bottom, additional cut can be added by
letting out an extra link of chain on the
top two door chains. If an extra link of
chain is not available on the top chains,
then take up a link on each of the bot-
tom chains.

Other alterations can be inade to the
chain bridles, If the door is to be set

for a greater horizontal angle, the top
and bottom back chains should be taken

up equally. This adjustment can also be
done by letting out the two front chains.
An alteration of the front chains will

affect the door more than an equal ad-
justment to the back chains.

After the net is fished, other alter-

ations can be made if necessary. The
condition of the lead or metal around

the bottom door is a good indicator of
what the trawl door is doing under wa-
ter. After several hours of trawling over
hard or sandy bottom, the underside of
the doors should be shiny from rubbing
the bottom.

If only the nose or forward portion
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of the door's bottom is shiny, the length
of the leglines  lines connecting the
door to the net! should be altered. A
nose down attitude of the door can be

corrected by shortening the legline on
top of the door or lengthening the
legline on the bottom of the door  Fig-
ure 9!,

Tighten the legline on top or loosen
the legline on the bottom.

lf only the heel or extreme back of
the door's bottom is shiny, then legline
adjustinents are reversed. The tap
legline should be loosened or the bot-
tom legline tightened  Figure 10!.

Several other modifications cari im-

prove a sport trawl's catch efficiency.
Increasing the weight of the footrope
can help keep the trawl near bottom,
increasing its production. Installing
two-ounce split lead next to every
fourth tie on the footrope or bottomrope
weights it.

Another way to weight the footrope
is to install loop chain. Five pieces of
I/8-inch link chain, each 20 links lang,
are needed. These pieces of loop chain
are tied on the footrope  Figure 11!.
The bottom of the lowest part of the
chain should hang down approximately
four to five inches from the leadline.

This chain can be partially removed if
the trawl seems to be fishing too near
the bottom and catching excessive

trash. The rniddle piece of chain should
bc removed. If the net continues to fish
trash, the inner chain loops on each side
of the trawl should be removed.

These loops must be installed care-
fully in the same position on each side
of the leadline. Failure to do so can
cause an imbalanced trawl.

When fishing for large white shrimp,
floats may help increase production.

One float is usually tied ta the
exact center of the headrope

each side of this float halfway to the
end of webbing on the headrope.

A tickler or jump chain is often in-
stalled an trawl to boost production.
This Iong chain drags the bottom in
front of the footrape, scaring shrimp
up from the bottom and into the net
more easily. The chain is tied to the
back of one door near its bottom. A hole
can be drilled in the door to attach the
chain, Some sport trawl doors already
have a hole for this  Figure 12!.

A I/8- or 3/16-inch tickler chain suf-

fices on the sport trawl. Measuring the
length of the footrope connected to the
doors determines the correct chain

length. Make the tickler one foot
shorter and install it to the otter door.
The tickler chain should be shorter than

the footrope, but longer than the
headr ape.

When setting out the trawl doors,
take care that the doors do not flip over
and twist the leglines.

The bag should be tied with a knot
that can be easily untied when a full

aboard. An excellent
he shrimper's bag knot

es should he curled in

a manner that they will
gled when the trawl is
embers should also be

come entangled in the
s over the side. Main-

ow speed is essential
e net and line are com-

tely out.
Doors should be

watched as they
enter the water to

be sure that they
enter in a correct

upright position. To
avoid tangles, main-
tain a sinall amount

of tension on the

towline and watch the
doors as they begin to
spread.

Most sport trawls
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